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Abstract
A Uniplanar CPW fed electrically small radiator suitable for WiFi
802.11b, 802.11g, 802.11n, Bluetooth, ZigBee IEEE802.15.4 and ISM
application is developed and presented. Physical structure of the
developed antenna is very compact of the order of 0.12λg × 0.10λg ×
0.02λg which makes it very suitable for almost all the 2.4GHz based
wireless applications. Parametric studies of the antenna is performed
and from the results obtained design equations of the structure is
developed and verified. Computational model of the antenna is also
developed using FDTD and the results are compared and discussed.
Antenna offers uniform radiation characteristics with good radiation
efficiency and gain.

compact at all. A complex structure based wearable antenna with
a square patch inside a ring is discussed in [12].
A meta-material based defective ground single band antenna
having dual planar structure is presented in [13]. In [14], a dual
radiator-based antenna with J and L slots is presented which is
very complicated structure. A 3D spiral structure is used for the
effective reduction of size of antenna in [15] but which is not a
planar one. Shorting Vias based compact antenna is presented in
[16] which is very complicated in structure wise considerations.
In this article, we introducing an ultra-compact electrically
small radiating structure operating at 2.4 GHz, which is found to
be the most compact antenna ever discussed in literatures till now.
Developed antenna found its applications on different areas such
as ISM and wireless applications like WiFi 802.11b,802.11g,
802.11n, Bluetooth, ZigBee IEEE802.15.4 etc. Antenna offers
uniform radiation characteristics within the band of operation
with an apple shaped radiation pattern, very good radiation
efficiency and with moderate gain. All these characteristics and
compact size make this structure a very suited candidate for
various wireless gadgets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Antenna plays a major and prime role in communication
systems just like the sense organs in human beings, because they
are used to perceive data from external world. As the size of
communication gadgets decreases, it will create very interesting
and complicated problems to antenna designers, so that they can
design the compact antennas very first. The size reduction of
antenna should not compromise its performance such as radiation
pattern, gain efficiency etc too. Different techniques through
which compactness can be achieved is discussed in various
literatures.
A compact antenna suitable for 2.4GHz WLAM application is
presented in [1] whose radiating element consists of a
semicircular slot and an arc-shaped slot which are placed very
near to the feed point. A reflector-based antenna which operates
in two bands is presented in [2] which is huge when compared to
our design. A pattern reconfigurable antenna based on PIN diodes
is presented in [3] which comprises of complex structural
specifications.
Yadav and Baudha [4] presents a partial reflective ground
plane-based monopole suitable for 2.4GHz application which is
also not so compact. A dual band antenna suitable for 2.4 and 60
GHz is presented by Sun et al. [5]. A single band circular
polarized antenna based on two circular slots is presented by the
authors in [6]. A flexible antenna based on two inverted U slots is
presented in [7] which has extreme low thickness but with more
surface area. A microstrip based single band antenna with a
multilayer huge structure is discussed in [8].
Planar Inverted F single band Antenna having two stacked
rectangular patch is discussed by the authors in [9]. In [10] a triple
layer structure having a circular patch inside a rectangular loop
patch with dual mode operation is discussed. An enhanced gain
X shaped antenna structure is presented in [11] which is not

2. EVOLUTION OF ANTENNA
Evolution of the structure of compact radiator is depicted in
Fig.1. It is developed from an extended ground nonconventional
coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed structure having signal strip
length less than ground plane length as shown in structure 1.

Fig.1. Evolution of the Compact Antenna
A flaring is introduced in both the ground planes by removing
right angled triangular portions from each ground planes as shown
in structure 2 of Fig.1. As the third step, a short is introduced in
between one ground plane and signal strip which is our final
antenna structure.
The simulated reflection co efficient (S11) curves of all the
three above structures are shown in Fig.2. From the Fig.it may be
noted that for first two structures, there is no resonances but the
introduction of the slot makes a resonant frequency near 2.4 GHz
Structure of the developed ultra-compact antenna with all the
dimensional notations is given in Fig.3. Gap ‘g’ and signal strip
width Ws of the structure are selected to meet 50Ω input
impedance.
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Fig.5. Effect of Sp on S11

Fig.2. S11 of three structures shown in Fig.1

All other parameters like L, Lf widths of ground planes etc
have minute effect on resonance and in all these cases, resonance
remains unaltered with these parameters. Thus, it can be noted
that the resonance determining factors in this structure are length
of the signal strip and short position. From the parametric
analysis, design equations of all the dimensions in terms of guided
wavelength (λg) are developed and are detailed in Table.1.
Table.1. Parameters in terms of Guided Wavelength
Parameter Design Equations
L
0.105163 λg
W
0.126195 λg
Ls
0.078872 λg
Lf
0.055736 λg
Sp
0.026291 λg

Fig.3. Structure with dimensional notations

3. PARAMETRIC OPTIMIZATION
To optimize the structure and to develop an application bandbased prototype, a set of parametric analyses were performed with
the help of ANSOFT HFSS software and the results obtained are
discussed in this session.
As the first parametric variation, signal strip length Ls of the
structure varied by keeping all other parameters constant. Result
obtained is depicted in Fig.4. and it is found that the resonance
gets lowered with increase in Ls. This is due to the increase in
surface current path length with Ls.
The position of short is found to be very crucial in determining
the resonance. The variation of S11 with short position Sp is given
in Fig.5. It is found that the resonance gets a drastic up shift with
increase in the parameter Sp.

where λg corresponding to the guided wavelength corresponding
to resonance and is calculated from free space wavelength λ using
the expression:

g =


 eff

(1)

where εeff is the effective dielectric constant and is calculated from
dielectric constant εr of the substrate using the equation
εeff = (εr+1)/2
(2)
To validate these design equations, three different antennas in
different substrates are designed and simulated. All the antennas
are found to be resonates at a frequency which is placed closely
to designed frequency. Parameters of the antenna designed using
the developed equations and the results obtained are given in
Table.2 and from the last two rows, it is evident that the design
equations are universally valid for all kinds of substrates and all
frequencies.
Table.2. Validation of Design Equations
Parameters
𝜀𝑟
L (mm)
W (mm)
Ls (mm)

Fig.4. Effect of Ls on S11
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Antenna A Antenna B Antenna C
2.2
4.4
10.2
4.79
8
7.4
5.75
9.6
8.88
3.59
6
5.55
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Lf (mm)
Sp (mm)
Designed Freq (GHz)
Resonates at (GHz)

2.54
1.19
5.2
5.194

4.24
2
2.4
2.4058

3.92
1.85
1.8
1.806

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
From the validation process of the antenna design equations
performed, one antenna resonating at 2.4 GHz (Antenna B) is
selected for making the prototype and for experimental studies
and measurements. The structural specification of the antenna are
depicted in table 3. Overall volume of the antenna is found to be
8 × 9.6 × 1.6 mm3 (0.12λg × 0.10λg × 0.02λg) which makes the
structure most compact one and entitled to the category of an
electrically small antenna.

Fig.7. Measured Radiation Patterns (a) E plane and (b) H plane
Simulated 3D pattern of the antenna at 2.4GHz, obtained from
ANSOFT HFSS is depicted in Fig.8. Antenna offers an apple
shaped radiation pattern similar to a half wave dipole at
resonance.

Table.3. Optimized dimensions of the structure
L
W
Ls
Ws
Lf
8 mm 9.6 mm 6 mm 3 mm 4.24mm
Sp

g

h

tan δ

2 mm 0.3 mm 1.6 mm .002


4.4

Simulated and measured S parameter of the antenna were in
good agreement and is shown in Fig.6. The 2:1 VSWR bandwidth
of the antenna ranges from 2.2 to 2.7 GHz (Bandwidth of 500
MHz) which is wide enough to cover Wi-Fi 802.11b,802.11g,
802.11n, Bluetooth, ZigBee IEEE802.15.4 and ISM application.
Fig.8. 3D Radiation Pattern
To obtain the technical knowhow of radiation mechanism, the
surface current plot of the antenna is analysed thoroughly. The
vector surface current plot of the antenna is given in Fig.9. Entire
metallic surface contributes to radiation in this structure. One
important factor to be noted in this structure is that the direction
changes of surface current in right and left ground plane. In
normal CPWs all the ground plane currents are in same direction.
This directional change is due to the presence of the short in
between signal strip and right ground plane. Current in signal
strip also forcefully changes its current direction due to the short.
As a result of these multiple folding in current path, current path
length increases and which in turn results in lowering of the
resonant frequency.

Fig.6. Measured and Simulated S11
Two-dimensional energy distribution of the antenna around
the structure in two principal planes are given in Fig.7.
Polarization of the antenna is found to be linear with high degree
of cross polar purity in both E and H plane.

Fig.9. Vector Surface Current pattern
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Wheeler cap method and Standard horn testing method are
used to measure the radiation efficiency and gain of the antenna
respectively.
The radiation efficiency is found to be 89% as its average
value which shows the excellent and uniform radiation behaviour
of the antenna in the entire band. The peak gain of the antenna is
found as 2.65dBi around 2.39GHz with an average value of 2.6
dBi in the band. Both Efficiency and gain plot of the antenna are
given in Fig.10.

boundary condition explained in [17] is used as Absorbing
Boundary Condition here.

Fig.12. FDTD Computed and Measured S11
Measured, HFSS simulated and FDTD computed S11are
found to be almost similar with excellent cross matching and can
be verified from the Fig.12.

5. CONCLUSION
Fig.10. Efficiency and Gain plot
An ultra-compact uniplanar antenna suitable for 2.4GHz ISM
and wireless applications like WiFi 802.11b,802.11g, 802.11n,
Bluetooth, ZigBee IEEE802.15.4 etc. is developed and presented.
Antenna offers uniform radiation characteristics within the band
of operation with an apple shaped radiation pattern, very good
radiation efficiency and with moderate gain. Universal design of
the structure is developed and validated with the help of HFSS
simulation software. FDTD modelling of the antenna is developed
and results are compared with measured results.

4.1 FDTD ANALYSIS
To unveil the mechanism behind radiation and other
theoretical aspects about the CPW Fed Ultra Compact Radiator
for 2.4GHz Wireless and ISM Applications, a mathematical
model of the same is generated and simulated using FDTD
method. The specification of Yee cell used in modelling are
∆i=0.1mm, ∆j=0.1mm and ∆k=0.1mm. A total of 8000 repeated
iterations are performed for better convergence with time step size
∆t=0.5pS. FDTD computational domain with specified
parameters are shown in Fig.11.
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